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INTRODUCTION

As the incidence of esophageal adenocarcinoma in-
creases in the United States, detection, diagnosis, and
treatment for Barrett’s esophagus (BE) is even more crit-
ical.1 BE-related neoplasia is managed by endoscopic erad-
ication therapy, a strategy of endoscopic resection of any
nodular or visible lesion and ablation for flat neoplasia.2

Ablative modalities include radiofrequency ablation
(RFA), argon plasma coagulation (APC), and cryoablation
with either spray liquid nitrogen or balloon-based nitrous
oxide therapy. The original and still most commonly used
method is RFA, which can be performed using a balloon-
based circumferential device for long-segment BE or a focal
cap device for shorter segments or tongues. APC, a
contact-free thermal coagulation technique, uses a jet of
ionized argon gas that is ignited to achieve tissue ablation.

The main limitations to current ablative technologies
are stricture formation, buried glands below the neosqua-
mous epithelium, the requirement for multiple sessions
to achieve remission, the risk of recurrent disease, and
technical difficulty in patients with tortuous esophageal
anatomy. A new technique called hybrid-APC combines
submucosal fluid injection through a high-pressure water
jet system to create a protective cushion before ablation,
with a goal of safely treating to greater tissue depth
compared with standard APC.3 The proposed advantages
of hybrid-APC include the ability to ablate a larger area in
a single session, the potential to administer therapy deep
into the tissue, and a possible decreased rate of stricture
formation or adverse events (Video 1, available online at
www.giejournal.org).
INDICATIONS AND CONTRAINDICATIONS

Hybrid-APC is indicated for therapy of neoplastic tissue
in the GI tract and can be used in the treatment of BE.
Contraindications to hybrid-APC are similar to those of
any ablative technique and include anticoagulation, coagul-
opathy, and stricture.
PROCEDURE: TOOLS AND TECHNIQUE

The APC catheter (2.3 mm diameter, 1.9 m in length) is
connected to both the electrosurgical unit (Erbe, Tubingen,
GIE.org
Germany) and water jet system (ERBEJET2). The catheter
should be primed to ensure there is no air in the line before
use. During upper endoscopy, the Barrett's segment is
closely examined using high definition white light endos-
copy and virtual chromoendoscopy (Fig. 1). The treatment
area can be marked using the APC catheter at Pulsed 25 or
30 W. Submucosal injection is performed next using
methylene blue mixed with saline. This system facilitates
high-pressure injection directly through the catheter
without any needle to create a saline solution cushion that
will protect the deeper layers and muscularis propria from
thermal injury. During injection, we make sure to keep the
catheter tip close to the endoscope. If the fluid is not pene-
trating the mucosa, we roll the catheter toward the wall to
achieve a less tangential angle while gaining stabilization
from the distal attachment cap.

For normal treatment-naïve tissue, the starting settings
for the water jet system is Effect 25 to 30. If the tissue has
been previously treated, the pressure can be increased to Ef-
fect 35 to 40. The setting can be increased in increments of 5
until the desired lift is accomplished. We typically prefer to
lift the entire area and then ablate; however, for long seg-
ments, an alternative approach is to lift a portion of the mu-
cosa and then ablate, followed by continued lifting and
ablation until the entire segment is treated. With the needle-
less injection system activated by the foot pedal, either strat-
egy is easy and convenient. During the first pass, one can
ablate with extreme precision with pulsed APC at 60 W
with an argon flow rate of 0.8 to 1.0 L/min. Circumferential
treatment typically works well for shorter segments,
whereas for longer segments we burn in longitudinal stripes.
The endoscopist controls the dosimetry and can burn to the
desired tissue effect. The goal is to achieve a tan brown
chamois appearance of the tissue.

After first-pass ablation, we use the distal attachment
cap to mechanically clear the tissue surface of the abla-
tion debris. Scraping is always performed before addi-
tional ablation. Some of the injection may have
dissipated, so we selectively inject again as needed for
the second pass. The second ablation is performed at
40 W. The goal during this second pass is to identify
“skip areas” that appear pink, indicating the need for
additional therapy. Areas where the goal tissue effect
has clearly been achieved do not need to be treated a
second time. After the procedure, patients are prescribed
proton pump inhibitors, sucralfate, and liquid pain
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Figure 1. Treatment of Barrett’s esophagus with low-grade dysplasia with hybrid-APC A, Upper endoscopy demonstrated Barrett’s esophagus (C8M8).
B, Submucosal injection lift is performed using a needleless high-pressure water jet system with methylene blue and saline solution. C, After first ablation
and scraping the mucosa clean. D, Submucosal injection and second-pass ablation are performed for visible pink mucosa needing additional therapy.
E, After 2 ablations, the tissue has a grey to tan-brown chamois appearance. F, Repeat endoscopy 3 months later demonstrated healthy-appearing neo-
squamous mucosa.
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medication as needed. Repeat assessment of the area is
performed in 3 months.
OUTCOMES

Initial pilot studies demonstrate hybrid-APC to be safe
and effective for BE. Early data from Germany on 50 pa-
tients who underwent hybrid-APC after endoscopic resec-
tion demonstrate high rates of endoscopic remission
(96%) and complete remission of intestinal metaplasia
(CRIM, 78%) after a median of 3.5 treatment sessions.4 In
a more recent U.S. study of 22 patients, the majority of
whom had already been treated with other modalities,
86% achieved CRIM.5 Hybrid-APC has also been
successful in refractory cases where RFA has failed.6 A
multicenter European study is also underway, and
preliminary results of 126 patients at 3 months
demonstrate high rates of CRIM (92%).7

Minor adverse events include postprocedural pain or
discomfort. The reported rates of stricture formation
range from 2% to 4.75%, which is relatively similar to
those for RFA.4,5,7 Although rare, perforations have been
described.
CONCLUSION

Hybrid-APC is an emerging alternative therapy for BE-
related neoplasia. Preliminary studies suggest it is safe
2 VIDEOGIE Volume -, No. - : 2021
and effective, although data are limited on long-term out-
comes. Factors such as cost, training, and patient selec-
tion will need to be considered when deciding which
technique to use.
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